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In built form and ambition the Metropolis has become
larger than life so that it could contain Man’s fantasies. Modernity has created a fixation upon the cognitively complex, an anxiety to realize designs which ooze desires.
The psychical architecture of cities has become an accomplice to the behavior of its subjects—a kaleidoscope of 21st
century schizoids, savants, and further permutations of the
metropolitan denizen—all voluntary subjects of urbanity.
Their architectural fantasy? To soar above the basic needs
of man and build self-actualization. This thesis imparts cues
and curiosities from societal seats of anxiety, our restrooms,
to explore the potential of architecture’s abilities of entrainment, elevation, and extrication of the human condition.
This thesis used narrative and speculative collages to create and elucidate a particular fantasy engineered by the
unrestroom. A multimedia presentation can be seen on the website:
angelaccarbone.com/theunrestroom
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A foodshed describes the socio-geographic space of food flow
from the point of production to the point of consumption. The present
foodshed of New York is an example of how practices of ‘householding’ has exceeded the single household and has blown up beyond proportions to incite a global network of trade.
This excess and inefficiency was the genesis of Cowhouse, an architectural intervention aimed at re-structuring the corporately subsidized and hugely indulgent scale of production of US Beef. Cowhouse was designed to facilitate the retail operations of a ‘steak
house’ while also utilizing green spaces in the surrounding area in
order to both bring awareness to beef production in society (a cultural proximity which was ended after cattle houses were banished
from urban coexistence in lower Manhattan) and to offset the huge
environmental burden of beef consumption. It is a machine for enjoyment of beef, education about beef, proper apportionment of
beef, but overall a vehicle for a beef revolution.
to read the complete manifesto and design principles, please visit:
a n g e l a c c a r b o n e . c o m / c o w h o u s e
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Perched upon this forgotten city fragment is both a voyeuristic
spectator and maternal guardian to its surroundings. Reconciling
the tensions between adult and child worlds, the resolution must be
soft, protective, and evocative of youthful serendipity.
This is the village chapel. Taking cues from forts of yesteryear,
the drapery, translucency, structure, and easiness become inherent in its form. It is deployed through simple means and yearns to
embrace its surroundings. It cradles and isolates patrons. It longs to
provide a comfort; the coo filtered indistinct whispers of city life in
a delirious metropolis.
In its construction, it provides a brief veil of privacy within the greater urban context of Manhattan, while acknowledging neighboring
sights, sounds, and sensations. Complete aloneness, blissful innocence, is impossible in a metropolis; but the message of comfort
and meditation as a result of being a participant in the common
collective, sharing in humanity.
angelaccarbone.com/hudsonandbleecker
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I have an endless fascination with
metal objects. Hinges, pulls, turns,
slides, chains. Some of my metal
animals, furnishings, and oddities are
pictured here. A full selection of such
metal rarities are on my website.
angelaccarbone.com/peruse
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The Seipp Prize One Week Design
Competition, 2nd Prize. A proposal for
a butchery in the west end of Boston.
Complete with walkthrough freezers,
an eatery and a butcher room floor,
Macellaio puts the gusto and bravado of small business back into Boston.
angelaccarbone.com/seipp
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A Lighthouse which sits on the coast
of spain in Laxe, a site traditionally visited by religious pilgrims. As an ode to
visitors past, The Lighthouse is a hospitality center which doubles as a spiritual meditation chamber where both visitors past and present can find solace
in the sights, sounds and atmosphere of
the coast of the dead.
angelaccarbone.com/laxe
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